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Anonymous. He became an active member. Dan is still engaged in a
Lighly competitive business, with no quarter given and none asked
—a nerve-racking business. By his own decision—nobody else's—lie
is living with the tensions of his business and his personal make-up
without alcohol.
For more than a year now he has stuck on a bone-dry regime. It
has been a struggle all the way. But he and Lucy have salvaged a
peaceful year, and Dan tells us his struggles become easier each
month, each week, each day.
Even more remarkable is the change in his whole philosophy of
life. The man who was completely absorbed in getting his own way
and getting ahead now gives voluntary help, hours of voluntary
help, to other people. It's a commonplace for Dan to be summoned
from bed at 3 a.m. to respond to the appeal of some total stranger,
in torment and longing to take a drink. Often the battle continues
all night, and then, without sleep, Dan goes to his business. He lias
developed assets of which he was unaware, spiritual assets.
The Randolphs' marriage is far from ideal. Lucy and Dan still
have many problems. Life itself is a problem, as both now realize,
Dan's depressions continue; for days he sees a sober world through
yellow glasses. He endeavors to bear this temperamental handicap
with fortitude but often becomes surly and irritable. Lucy tries to be
patient and understanding and usually manages.
Dan still finds it difBcult to allow her a reasonable amount of free-
dom. At the Institute we compare a good marriage to a three-ringed
circus—with the big ring representing shared interests and the two
small rings representing the individual interests of the husband and
the wife. Dan had many interests outside his home, and Lucy none.
Painting was suggested to her, and she enjoyed the creative outlet,
tie thrill of personal accomplishment Similarly, she enjoyed a ses-
sion of swimming each Friday morning at the Y. Her absences from
home so distressed Dan, who liked to find her there when he tele-
phoned or, unexpectedly, dropped in that she has abandoned both
activities—for the present. "Let's take our changes a little
slowly/* Dan suggested, and she agreed.

